
ON ABSOLUTELY CONVERGENT DIRICHLET SERIES

D. A. EDWARDS1

1. Suppose that f(s)=f(<r+it) is defined for all o"3;0 as the sum

of an ordinary Dirichlet series Z»-i a»w_* such that zZ* la»l < <*>•

Then, by characterizing the regular elements of a certain Banach

algebra associated with the set of all such functions, Hewitt and

Williamson [3] have shown that [/(s)]""1 can be expressed as the sum

of an ordinary Dirichlet series

if is)}-1 = zZbnn- (<rStO),

satisfying zZ\ \^A < °°, if and only if f is) is bounded away from

zero in the half-plane 0-3:0. This discovery amounts to a determina-

tion of the spectrum of the Banach-algebra element associated with

fis), and it thus makes available for the theory of ordinary Dirichlet

series the well-known theorem of Gelfand on analytic functions of

Banach-algebra elements (see §24D of [7]) and its generalization, the

Silov-Arens-Calderon theorem (Theorem 3.3 of [l]).

This paper is intended to show that the theorem of Hewitt and

Williamson, together with a similar theorem for general Dirichlet

series Z"-o ane^nS, can be deduced by an elementary argument from

a theorem due to Phillips (stated below, in a weakened form, as

Theorem 1). The possibility of such an argument arises from the cir-

cumstance that the Banach algebra considered by Hewitt and Wil-

liamson (and likewise each of the algebras Sir introduced below) can

be enlarged in a certain way without decreasing the spectra of the

original elements. No attempt however will be made to examine the

maximal ideal spaces of the algebras which occur (the reader who

wishes to pursue the subject is referred to the writings [4; 5] of

Hewitt and Zuckerman): the object here is to show what can be done

without introducing new machinery.

2. Let (B be the cr-algebra of Borel subsets of the closed half-line

[0, =o) and let ?( be the set of all complex-valued functions on (B of

the form

3

«(£) = Z ira(r,(£) (£ £ «),

r=0
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where the a(r) are totally finite countably additive non-negative

measures on (B. For each a£3t let the norm ||a|| be defined by

N

(1) ||a||  = sup Y   I a(En) I ,
n=l

where the supremum is taken over all representations of [0, oo) as a

finite disjoint union U^=1 En of sets E„£(B. Each a£21 has a unique

decomposition into a sum of three components in SI:

(2) a = cti + an + a3,

where «i is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure,

«2 is atomic and «3 is singular but nonatomic. 3( is a Banach space

when the elementary operations are defined in the natural way, and

if the product of a, j3£3f is defined to be their convolution a*/3£3l,

namely the element of St given by

(a*B)(E)=  f  a(E-mdt) (EE&)
J o

where

a(E- 0 =- a({V:V 2: 0, H + vEE}),

then 31 is actually a commutative Banach algebra with a unit element

e. For a fuller discussion of this algebra the paper of Phillips [8] and

book of Hille and Phillips [6] may be consulted. A proof of the fol-

lowing theorem has been sketched in  [8] (a full account appears in

[6])-

Theorem 1 (Phillips).2 Suppose that the singular nonatomic com-

ponent of a £31 is the zero element 8 of 31. Then a has an inverse in 31

if and only if

inf     I    e~aXa(d\)   > 0.

Now suppose that a is purely atomic (a = a2) and that a*8 = e,

where 8 has the decomposition 8 = 81+82+83 corresponding to (2).

Then the decomposition of a*8 is just the sum

012*81 + a2*Bi + cti* Bz = oc*8 = C.

Clearly a2 *8i = oi2*83=8 and a2^8. But 31 has no divisors of zero.

2 I am indebted to Professor E. Hille for drawing my attention to this theorem

and for subsequently encouraging me to write this paper. I also thank the referee and

Professor S. Kakutani for their criticisms and suggestions.
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(This assertion is a consequence of the uniqueness theorem for

Laplace-Stieltjes transforms and the fact that foe~'xy(d\) (7£31) is

analytic for <r>0.) Consequently /3i=/33=0, and so /8 = /32; that is, f3

is also purely atomic. The Laplace-Stieltjes transforms corresponding

to a and /3 may therefore be expressed as sums

/I oo oo /» X 00

e~3Xa(d\) = Z o„<f-x"s, I    e-'"fi(dp) = Z bne-^',
0 n=0 " 0 n=0

for o-3t0, where Zo" \an\ <°°, Zo" \bn\ < °° and where {X„}, {pn}

are both sequences of distinct points in [0, =0). One can evidently

suppose that Ao=jUo = 0 and that an9^0, bn^0 (n = l, 2, • ■ ■). Sup-

pose also that / is the set of non-negative integers.

Theorem 2. A purely atomic measure a £21 has an inverse in 21 if

and only if its Laplace-Stieltjes transform Z"=o ane~*n" satisfies the

condition
I       00

(3) inf   zZ ane-Xn"   > 0.
<rgO  I „=0

In this case its inverse /? is also purely atomic and the Laplace-Stieltjes

transform Z"-o bne~""" of /3 has the property that its exponents pn all

belong to the J-module generated by the set {\n: n £ J}.

U fis) = zZn~o ane~x»! (o-=>0) then for each 5>0

00

| fis) - a0 |   g Z  I «» I «_X'"r

(4)
=       Z       I   an |    + C~h°   \Z    I   an |   •

0<X„<S X„iJ

The first term on the right is o(l) as 5 |0. For fixed 8>0 the final

term iso(l) as o"—->=°. It follows that/(s)—>ao uniformly in t ascr—>*>,

and hence that condition (3) cannot be satisfied unless ao^O. If

flo^O then the argument just given shows that there is a <r0>0 for

which

00 00 1

(5) zZ ".nC^"'   = Z I an I «~X'"T < — | "o |    when <r ̂  ao.
n-l I n=l 2

Then in the half-plane o-^o-0 we have

1 1 p co / oo \m-|

(« /«" —^~r= "V +£ <_1)*r'S^'V ]'
O0+   Z-, an«     ",

n=l
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the geometric series being convergent on account of the inequality

(5). A straightforward absolute-convergence argument now allows us

to rearrange the terms in (6) to obtain

1
— - E cne-"" (o ^ oo),
f(s)      „=o

where {vn:n = 0, 1, 2, • • • j is a sequence of distinct points in the

/-module generated by {X„: w = 0, 1, 2, • • • }. Since [/(s)]"1 is also

equal to X^n-o bne~Vn' for cr^cr0, the final assertion of Theorem 2 now

follows from the uniqueness theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes trans-

forms.

The special case of Theorem 2 in which 23"=0 a„e_x"s is a Dirichlet

series, i.e. the case in which the exponents satisfy

(7) 0 g Xo < Xi < • • • < X, T  *

will now be considered.

Theorem 3. Iff(s) is the sum of a Dirichlet series ^^°=o ane~x'"' ab-

solutely convergent for cr ̂  0 and if there exists a 8 E 31 such that

f(s)g(s) = A*) ( j   ^"73(<fc)) =1 Or i£ 0)

then 8 is purely atomic and its Laplace-Stieltjes transform g(s) is also

the sum E"=o bne~lin' of a Dirichlet series absolutely convergent for

a ^ 0. Such a g(s) will exist if and only if

(8) inf  | f(s) |   > 0

and then (if we assume that no bn = 0) the exponents /x„ will all belong

to the J-module generated by the set {X„: nEJ} ■

Corollary (Hewitt and Williamson). If the function f(s) of Theo-

rem 3 is the sum of an ordinary Dirichlet series Yn-1 ann~s absolutely

convergent for cr^O then g(s), if it exists, is also the sum of an ordinary

Dirichlet series Yn-i bnn~" absolutely convergent for cr^O. Again g(s)

exists if and only if f(s) satisfies (8).

This corollary is immediate, because the J-module generated by the

set L= {log »: » = 1, 2, ■ • • } is just L.

In order to prove the theorem one has only to show that g(s), when

it exists, is the sum of a Dirichlet series. Now the elements of the J-

module A generated by {X„: «£/} can evidently be enumerated as

follows:
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0 = vo < Vi < Vi <   ■  ■ •   < vn   }   oo .

Since, by Theorem, 2, each /z„£A, it follows that  Yn=o bne~lin" is a

Dirichlet series for a suitable enumeration of the /*„.

3. In view of the fact that the /-modules used in the foregoing dis-

cussion are subsemigroups of the additive semigroup R+ of all non-

negative real numbers, the information provided by Theorems 2 and

3 can be summarized as follows.

For each subsemigroup T of R+, such that 0£T, let Sir denote the

set of purely atomic measures in 31 that vanish on sets disjoint from

T. Then 3fr is a Banach subalgebra of SI (closed with respect to the

norm defined by (1)) and an element a £ Sir C 31 has an inverse in

31 if and only if it has an inverse in 3lr. The spectra cr«(a) and o~%T(a)

of any a£3lr, qua element of 31 and Sir respectively, satisfy

<ra(«) = ouT(a) = Cl{f(s):o^ 0},

where

f(s) = E one-**' (cr > 0),
n=0

and where CI denotes closure.

It is clear that the usual theorems (already cited in §1) on analytic

functions of Banach-algebra elements can be applied to the algebras

Sir- Suppose for example that a£3lr, that D^)cr%r(a) is an open sub-

set of the Gaussian plane and that F(z) is a complex-valued function

defined and holomorphic in D. Then because Sir is complete there

exists a /3£Slr such that

00 /      OO \

E One-""' = F ( Y ««e-x»«) (<r ̂  0),
n=0 V n—0 /

where Yn-obne-"'18 is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of p\

The discussion following Theorem 2 shows that even when f(s)

possesses zeros in the half-plane cr^O it may be possible to obtain

for [f(s)]_1 a Laplace-Stieltjes expansion absolutely convergent in

the half-plane <t^c? for some constant o>0. When this is the case the

following theorem makes it possible to determine the greatest lower

bound of the set of admissible values for d.

Theorem 4. Let a£Slr and let f(s) = E-T-o ane-x»s (with X0 = 0) be

its Laplace-Stieltjes transform. If c?>0 and f(s)=f(s+<r) (for crSiO)

then f(s) is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of an element a£3lr such

that
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<ra(a) = <rnr(a) = { a0} W    f]    {f(s)'.(T > a — 5}.
ki<;

Accordingly, a has an inverse in 21 iand also in 2Ir) if and only if

(i) ao5^0, and

(ii) there exists a positive h<6 such that <r>cr — 8 implies that fis) 5^0.

The existence of an ££2Ir whose Laplace-Stieltjes transform is

f(s) is an immediate consequence of the fact that f(s) = Z"-o 5ne-x"*

tor <r^0, where dn = ane~K', so that zZo I 5»| < °°. Thus, in order to

prove the theorem, what we have to show is that

(9) CI {/(5):*£<?} = {aQ}VJ    n    {f(s):<r>a-S\,
0<5<o-

and we begin by showing that for each positive 5 < 6

(10) CI {fis)\a £ i] C {a0{ W [f(s):<r > a - «}.

Suppose that {s„} is any sequence in the half-plane o"^<? for which

limn..M/(sB)=limB_.,x,/((rn-H<n) =«>o exists. If {on} is unbounded then

it contains a subsequence {<rnr} diverging to «> as r—>». But then

we have, as in the proof of Theorem 2,

wo = lim/(sn) = Mm fisUr) — ao.

However, if {o-„} is bounded (<? ̂ o-„ ?£ <r < oo for n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) we

shall see that there exists a point s' in the strip 5 — 8<a<c + 5 for

which f(s') =w0, and this will complete the proof of (10).

The series Z"=o ane~x"* is uniformly convergent in a — h<a<a + h

by Weierstrass's AT-test (because zZo \an\ < c0). f(s) is therefore in

this strip an analytic uniformly almost periodic function in the sense

of Bohr. Consequently if f(s)— w0 failed to vanish in this strip we

should have (by Corollar 1 to Satz 7 of Bohr [2])

inf     | f(s) — Wo |   > 0,

which contradicts the definition of w0. Accordingly f(s)—w0 does

vanish in the strip 5 — 8<a<a + 8 and so (10) is true.

Since a0£Cl{/(s): a^v} it will now be enough, in order to prove

(9), to show that

£=    n    {/(*):* ><?-«} C CI {/«:*£<?}.
0<S<ir

If ZoGE then either z0£ {f(s): cr^a} or else we can find a sequence

{o-m+itm} such that 0^o-m|(r (m—>°o) and f(am+itm)=z0 for

m = l, 2, • • • . Now for each integer A7^1
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00

I 2o - /(c? + Um) |   ^ E  I «» I   I e_X""" - e~X"' I

N oo

= E I a» I  I e~x'""" — e~x"" |+2    23    | «» | •
n=l n=.V+l

The final term here is o(l) as iV—» oo. The preceding term is, for fixed

N, o(l) as m—>oo. It follows that f(6+itm)—>Zo as w—>» and hence

that Zo£Cl{/(s): cr^cf}, as required.

Corollary. Iff(s) and a are defined as in Theorem 4 then

cra(«) = {a0} W CI {/(5):cr = «?} U {/(*):cr > C?}.

An application of Satz 7 of Bohr [2] shows that this corollary re-

mains true if we allow cf = 0.

Theorem 5. Suppose that f(s)=Yn-o ane~Xn> (with X0 = 0) is the

Laplace-Stieltjes transform of an element a£3lr such that ao^O, and

let o~o be the greatest lower bound of the numbers cf ̂  0 for which the half-

plane cr > cf contains no zeros of the function f(s). Then there exists a

series Yn-o bne~"nS, absolutely convergent in the half-plane cr>cr0, satis-

fying

( E o»e-x»» )( Y bne~"nS) =1 for o > o0,
\ n=0 /  \ n=0 /

and such that the exponents /xn all belong to the J-module A(cr) gener-

ated by {\n: nEJ} ■ If moreover <r0>0 then J2,r_o | 6„| g—x«<ro = co .

If cf>cr0 then we have only to take 5 = (cf — cr0)/2 to see that /(.?)

satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4. Consequently

1 °°
-j— =  Y he-**3 (o ^ 0),
f(s)        »=0

where X)o° | bn\ < oo and where ju„£A (w = 0, 1, 2, • • • ). If bn = bne>">°

then we have

(11) ( E ane-*A ( Y bne-»A =1 for <r ̂  <F.
\ n=0 I \ K=0 /

This argument works for each <r>cr0, and it is not difficult to show

that the series Yn=o bne~>">s is the same for each such choice of cf.

Consequently the equation (11) holds whenever <r>cr0, and the series

Yn=o bne~"nS is absolutely convergent throughout this half-plane.

Now suppose that cr0>0 and that, if possible, Yn-n | bn\ e~"»<r°< oo .

We have just seen that g(s) = Yn=o bne~"nS satisfies
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f(s)g(s)  =   1 for cr >  ffo.

But/(s) and g(s) are continuous throughout o-^cr0 and so this equa-

tion holds for a^ffo- But now, because g(s) is bounded in the half-

plane cr^cro it must follow that f(s) is bounded away from zero in

the same half-plane. But by hypothesis we have, for arbitrarily small

5>0,

0£ {f(s):<r > cro- S}.

Putting <r = o"o in Theorem 4 we arrive immediately at a contradiction,

and therefore conclude that Z"=o | b„ | e~"n'o = co .

The task of determining cr0 for any given series is of course rarely

an easy one.

Note added November 20, 1957. In conversation, Professor R. Arens

has pointed out that my use of Theorem 1 is unnecessary, because a

more natural proof of the first part of Theorem 2 is contained in his

paper [9]. The reader should however be warned that the fourth

sentence on p. 504 to [9], though apparently relevant here, is, as it

stands, incorrect (counterexample: the absolutely convergent series

f(s) = l + zZn=\ ^~nPn\ where pi = 2, pn = the nth prime, has no zeros

for Ogo-goc, yet inf„i0 |/(s)| =0).
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